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Аннотация
к учебному пособию по развитию навыков
просмотрового и аналитического чтения

на материалах книги Яна Флеминга «Доктор Ноу»

Данное пособие предназначено для студентов I и II курсов 
первого и второго высшего образования ИВЭС, соответствует 
учебной  программе  по  английскому  языку  и  рекомендовано 
для  использования  на  уроках  общего  языка  с  целью 
формирования и дальнейшего развития навыков просмотрового 
и аналитического чтения на иностранном языке. Использование 
данного  пособия  предполагает  параллельную  работу  над 
фильмом  «Doctor No»,  другим  детективным  фильмом   или 
произведением  и  является  дополнением  к  вышеуказанным 
курсам.
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Методическая записка
Целью  данного  пособия  является  формирование  и 

дальнейшее развитие навыков просмотрового и аналитического 
чтения  на  иностранном  (английском)  языках.  Использование 
фрагментов текста на русском языке параллельно с английским 
языком  представляется  наиболее  важным  моментом  с 
методической  точки  зрения,  так  как  способствует  лучшей 
корреляции  английского  языка  с  родным  (в  данном  случае 
русским), более глубокому пониманию механизмов и приемов 
работы  с  текстом  на  начальном  этапе,   поскольку  в 
большинстве случаев этот навык отсутствует или недостаточно 
закреплен,  а  также  формированию  навыка  быстрого 
переключения с одного языка на другой в процессе обработки 
информации и синхронизации построения логических цепочек 
как на родном, так и на иностранном языке.

Пособие  снабжено  аппаратом  упражнений, 
представляющим  четкий  алгоритм  построения  краткого 
изложения текста («summary»), и направлен на формирование и 
развитие  умения  выделять  в  тексте  главную  информацию  и 
оформлять ее в соответствии с требованиями, предъявляемыми 
к  построению  краткого  изложения  текста  («summary»). 
Пособие содержит ряд упражнений на предлоги, так как они 
являются  одним  из  вспомогательных  средств  оформления 
логико-следственных  связей  при  выражении  той  или  иной 
мысли.  Данное  пособие  состоит  из  одиннадцати  частей, 
озаглавленных  в  соответствии  с  главами  одноименного 
произведения.  Каждая  часть  представляет  собой  отрывки 
наиболее ярких и значимых событий. Пособие рассчитано на 
13 занятий: первое – вводная беседа; одиннадцать – основной 
курс  и  последнее  тринадцатое  –  заключительное  занятие. 
Любое  обсуждение,  вся  устная  работа  по  данному  пособию 
ведется на иностранном языке. Использование данного пособия 
предполагает параллельную работу над фильмом «Doctor No», 
другим детективным фильмом или произведением и является 
дополнением  к  вышеуказанным  курсам.  Пособие 
предназначено для студентов I и  II курсов ИВЭС, а также для 
обучающихся по программам второго высшего образования.
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CHAPTER   ONE

HEAR YOU LOUD AND CLEAR

A.  Read through the extracts and point out the most important 
events.

∗      ∗      ∗
Punctually at six o'clock the sun set with a last yellow flash 

behind the Blue Mountains, a wave of violet shadow poured down 
Richmond Road, and the crickets and tree frogs in the fine gardens 
began to zing and tinkle.

Apart  from  the  background  noise  of  the  insects,  the  wide 
empty street was quiet. The wealthy owners of the big, withdrawn 
houses - the bank managers, company directors and. top civil ser-
vants -had been home since five  o'clock and they would be dis-
cussing the day with their wives or taking a shower and changing 
their clothes. In half an hour the street would come to life again with 
cocktail traffic, but now this very superior half mile of "Rich Road", 
as it was known to the tradesmen of Kingston, held nothing but the 
suspense of an empty stage and the heavy perfume of night-scented 
jasmine.

∗      ∗      ∗
In the eastern corner of the top intersection stands No 1 Richmond 
Road, a substantial two-storey house with broad white-painted ve-
randas running along both floors. From the road a gravel path leads 
up to the pillared entrance through wide lawns marked with tennis 
courts on which this evening the sprinkles are at work. This man-
sion is the social Mecca of Kingston. It is Queen's Club, which for 
fifty years has boasted the power and frequency of its blackballs. 
Such stubborn retreats will not survive in modern Jamaica. One day 
Queen's Club will have its windows smashed and perhaps be burned 
to the ground, but for the time-being it is a useful place to find in a 
sub-tropical island-well run, well staffed and with the finest cuisine 
and cellar in the Caribbean.
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At that time of day, on most evenings of the year, you would find 
the same four motor cars standing in the road outside the club. They 
were the  cars  belonging to  the  high bridge  game that  assembled 
punctually at five and played until around midnight. You could al-
most set your watch by these cars. They belonged, reading from the 
order in which they now stood against the kerb, to the Brigadier in 
command of the  Caribbean Defence Force,  to  Kingston's  leading 
criminal lawyer, and to the Mathematics Professor from Kingston 
University. At the tail of the line stood the black Sunbeam Alpine of 
Commander Joho Strangways, RN, (Ret.)  Regional Control Officer 
for the Caribbean - or, less discreetly,  the local representative of the 
British Secret Service.

∗      ∗      ∗
 Just  before six-fifteen the silence of Richmond Road was softly 
broken. Three blind beggars came round the corner of the intersec-
tion and moved slowly down the pavement towards the four cars. 
They were Chigroes - Chinese Negroes - bulky men/but bowed as 
they shuffled along tapping at the kerb with their white sticks. They 
walked in file. The first man, who wore blue glasses and could pre-
sumably see better than the others walked in front holding a tin cup 
against, the crook of the stick in his left hand. The right hand of the 
second man rested on his shoulder and the right hand of the third on 
the shoulder of the second. The eyes of the second and third men 
were shut. The three men were dressed in rags and wore dirty jippa-
jappa baseball caps with long peaks. They said nothing and no noise 
came from them except the soft tapping of their sticks as they came 
slowly down the shadowed pavement towards the group of cars.

The  three  blind  men  would  not  have  been  incongruous  in 
Kingston/where there are many diseased people on the streets, 
but in this quiet rich empty street they made an unpleasant im-
pression.  And it  was odd that  they should all be Chinese Ne-
groes. This is not a common mixture of bloods.

∗      ∗      ∗
In the cardroom, the sunburned hand reached out into the green 
pool of the centre table and gathered up the four cards. There was a 
quiet snap as the trick went to join the rest. "Hundred honours, said 
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Strangways,  "and ninety be low 1" He looked at  his  watch and 
stood up."Back in  twenty  minutes.  Your  deal,  Bill.  Order  some 
drinks. Usual for me. Don't bother to cook a hand for : me while 
I'm gone. I always spot them." Bill Templar, the Brigadier, laugh-
ted shortly. He pinged the bell by his side and raked the cards in to-
wards him. He said "Hurry up, blast you. You always let the cards 
go cold just as your partner's in the money."

Strangways was already out of the  door.  The three men sat 
back resignelly in their chairs. The coloured steward came in and 
they ordered drinks for themselves and a whisky and water for 
Strangways.

There was this maddening interruption every evening at six-fif-
teen, about halfway through their second rubber. At this time pre-
cisely, even if they were in the middle of a hand, Strangways had to 
go to his "office" and "make a call". It was a damned nuisance. But 
Strangways was a vital part of their four and they put up with it. It 
was never explained what "the call" was/ and no one asked. Strang-
ways's job was "hush" and that was that. He was rarely away for 
more than twenty minutes and it was understood that he paid for his 
absence with a round of drinks.
The drinks came and the three men began to talk racing.

∗      ∗      ∗
In fact, this was the most important in Strangways's day-the time of 
his duty radio contact with the powerful transmitter on the roof of 
the building in Regent's Park that is the headquarters of the Secret 
Service.  Every  day,  at  eighteen-thirty  local  time,  unless  he  gave 
warning the day before that he would not be on the air - when he 
had business in one of the other islands in his territory, for instance, 
or was seriously ill - he would transmit his daily report and receive 
his orders. If he failed to come on the air precisely at six-thirty there 
would be a second call, the "Blue" call, at seven, and, finally, the 
"Red"  call  at  seven-thirty.  After  this,  if  his  transmitter  remained 
silent, it was "Emergency", and Section III, his controlling authority 
in London, would urgently get on the job of finding out what had 
happened to him.

Even a "Blue" call  means a bad mark for an agent unless his 
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"Reasons in Writing" are unanswerable. London's radio schedules 
round the world are desperately tight and their minute disruption by 
even one extra call is a dangerous nuisance.

∗      ∗      ∗
At six-twenty he walfeed through the hall  to the office at the 

back. He unlocked the door and locked it again behind him. Miss 
Trueblood, who passed as his secretary, but was in fact his No 2 and 
a former Chief Officer WRNS, would already be sitting in front of 
the dials inside the dummy filing cabinet. She would have the ear-
phones on and would be making first contact, tapping out his call-
sign, WXN, on 14 megacycles. There would be a shorthand pad on 
her elegant knees. Strangways would drop into the chair beside her 
and pick up the other pair of headphones and, at exactly six-twenty-
eight, he would take over from her and wait for the sudden hollow-
ness in the ether that meant that WWW in London was coming to 
acknowledge. 

∗      ∗      ∗
It was an iron routine. Strangways was a man of iron routine. 

Unfortunately, strict patterns of behavior can be deadly if they are 
read by an enemy.

Strangways, a tall lean man with a black patch over the right eye 
and the sort of aquiline good looks you associate with the bridge of 
a destroyer, walked quickly across the mahogany panelled hallway 
of Queen's Club and pushed through the light mosquito-wired doors 
and ran down the three steps to the path.

There was nothing very much on his mind except the sensual 
pleasure of the clean fresh evening air and the memory of the fi-
nesse that had given him his three spades. There was this case, of 
course, the case he was working on, a curious and complicated af-
fair that M had rather nonchalantly tossed over the air at him two 
weeks earlier. But it was going well. A chance lead into the Chinese 
community had paid off. Some odd angles had come to light - for 
the present the merest shadows of angles-but if they jelled, thought 
Strangways as he strode down the gravel path and into Richmond 
Road, he might find himself involved in something very odd indeed.
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∗      ∗      ∗
Не  переставая  рассуждать  подобным  образом,  чисто 
инстинктивно  Стренгвейз  зафиксировал  приближение  трех 
слепых.  Они медленно двигались в  его сторону, постукивая 
посохами о край тротуара. До них осталось ярдов двадцать. Он 
успел сообразить,  что  они поравняются  с  ним за  секунду  – 
другую до того, как он подойдет к машине. Словно стесняясь 
своего собственного здоровья и в знак благодарности за этот 
божий дар, Стренгвейз решил подать милостыню. Он нащупал 
в  кармане  монету  и  пробежал  ногтем  по  ее  краю,  дабы 
убедиться,  что  это  флорин,  а  не  пенни.  Он  достал  монету. 
Нищие были уже рядом.  Как странно, но все они оказались 
«чигро»!  Ничего  себе  совпадение!  Монета  звякнула  о  дно 
оловянной кружки. 
- Спаси и помилуй, господин, - произнес тот, что шел впереди.
- Спаси  и  помилуй,  господин,  -  эхом отозвались  остальные 

двое.
Ключи  от  машины  были  уже  в  руке  Стренгвейза.  Почти 
безотчетно  он  уловил  момент  наступившей  тишины:  белые 
посохи не стучали больше о край тротуара. Слишком поздно. 
Как только последний нищий миновал Стренгвейза,  все трое 
резко развернулись. Двое шедших сзади сделали шаг в сторону, 
чтобы  освободить  сектор  обстрела.  С  аккуратностью 
тренированных стрелков все трое прицелились в разные точки 
спины Стренгвейза – один -  прямо между лопаток, другой – в 
нижнюю часть позвоночника, третий – в почечную лоханку.
Три  ствола  глухо  кашлянули  почти одновременно.  Тело 
Стренгвейза швырнуло вперед,  словно кто-то дал ему пинка. 
Он  лежал  на  земле  без  движений,  легкое  облачко  пыли 
поднималось с обочины.
Было 6.17. На Ричмонд Роуд, миновав Т-образный перекресток, 
с визгом выскочил видавший виды катафалк и устремился к 
группе,  стоявшей  на  проезжей  части.  В  тот  момент,  когда 
водитель катафалка затормозил рядом с ними, трое нищих как 
раз успели оторвать тело Стренгвейза от земли. Задние дверцы 
катафалка были распахнуты настежь. Внутри стоял открытым 
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неструганый  сосновый гроб. Троица пропихнула тело в дверцы 
и закинула в гроб. Затем они сами вскочили в катафалк. Гроб 
накрыли крышкой, дверцы захлопнули.
Водитель,  тоже  оказавшийся  китайским  негром,  нервно 
обернулся.
- Пошел! Пошел! – произнес самый здоровенный из убийц. Он 

взглянул на светящийся  циферблат  своих наручных часов. 
Они показывали 6.20. Вся  работа заняла три минуты. Точно 
по графику.

Катафалк  чинно  развернулся  в  обратную  сторону  и  на 
умеренной скорости двинулся к перекрестку. Там он повернул 
направо и, делая тридцать миль в час, степенно и осторожно 
стал подниматься в гору по гудронированному шоссе.…
 The three heavy coughs were almost one.
 a dingy motor hearse 

∗      ∗      ∗
…www вызывает  www… ww  вызывает  www….. www….. 
Средним  пальцем  правой  руки  Мэри  Трублад  мягко  и 
элегантно постукивала ключом.  Она бросила взгляд на левое 
запястье : 6.28. Он опаздывает на целую минуту. Вот-вот через 
секунду услышит она торопливые шаги, затем ключ щелкнет в 
замке…. 6.29. Беспокойство стало охватывать мисс Трублад.
…www вызывает  www… ww  вызывает  www….. www….. 
- Вы меня слышите?.. Вы меня слышите? –  Лондон вызывал 

станцию на Ямайке все настойчивее.
Шаги послышались у самой двери.
Хладнокровно, уверенно она заработала ключом: «Слышу вас, 
слышу, - прием … - слышу вас, слышу – прием…»
Сзади  раздался  взрыв.  Что-то  ударило  ее  в  лодыжку.  Она 
посмотрела  вниз  –  это  был  дверной  замок.  Мэри  резко 
развернулась вместе с креслом. В дверях стоял мужчина. Это 
был огромный негр с желтоватой кожей и раскосыми глазами. 
В руке он держал пистолет с толстым черным цилиндром на 
конце.  Мэри  Трублад  открыла  рот,  чтобы  закричать.  Лицо 
человека  в  дверях  расплылось  в  улыбке.  Не  спеша,  с 
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наслаждением он поднял пистолет и выстрелил три раза. Тело 
девушки  сползло  с  кресла.  Наушники,  скользнув  с  ее 
золотистых  волос,  упали  на  пол.  Еще  примерно  секунду  в 
комнате  раздавался  вкрадчивый щебет  Лондона.  Потом и  он 
прекратился.  Офицер  поста  наблюдения  службы 
безопасности радиосвязи услышал сигнал тревоги – стало 
ясно, что с агентом что-то случилось.
 London was coming strong, searching for the Jamaica sta-
tion.
the buzzer at the controller’s desk in Radio Security

 Arrange the points logically.
  Answer the question «What happened?» in two or three com-
plex sentences.
  Think of one word («the key word») which gives the general 
idea of what took place

    
  Combine the above two into one according to the following 
structure:

Chapter ….,
                 headlined «…………………..»,
                                   deals with (……the key word…….) +
two or three sentences (the answer to the «What happened?» 
question)

 Put it into writing

  Render the extracts  in Russian into the English  language. 
Use the following words and word combinations.

a) to take in (smb/ smth); to tap slowly (somewhere); the side-
walk; to calculate (smth); to feel for (a coin/smth/ doing smth) 
out of shame/ gratitude etc. for (smth); to run one’s thumbnail 
down the edge of a coin (smth); to make sure; Chigroes; to 
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clange (about a coin, etc.); a tin cup; “Bless you”; the leading 
man; to echoe (smth); to do smth vaguely; to register (smth); 
to cease (about some process);  a beggar; to fan out/  to step 
aside; to do (smth) with disciplined precision; to aim at (smb/ 
smth); between the shoulders; the small of the back; the pel-
vis;  to hurle forward (smb/smth);  to kick (smb/smth);  to lie 
still;  a (small) puff of dust; to take the T-intersection into a 
street/road  etc.;  to  shoot  down  to  (smb/  smth);  to  pick  up 
(smb/ smth) from somewhere;  a (plain deal) coffin; to man-
handle (smb/smth) though (smth); to climb in (some place); to 
look over one’s shoulder; to glance/look at (smb/smth); a (lu-
minous) dial of one’s wrist watch; to do (smth)/ be dead on 
time; to make a (decorous) U-turn; to move at a sedate(slow, 
high, tec.) speed/ the speed of …; a (tarmac) hideway.

b) the center finger; to stab at (smth); to hear the quick step of 
(smb); footsteps; to tap back; to hit (smb) on ( an ankle, etc); 
to look down; to swivel sharply; to stay in the doorway; yel-
lowish (skin); slanting (eyes); to scream; to smile broadly; to 
do  (smth)  lovingly;  to  lift  the  gun;  to  slump  sideways  off 
(somewhere);  to  slip  off  (smth)  on  to  (the  floor);  a  (tiny) 
chirrup; to sound out into (somewhere).

B. Directions: Read the passage and fill in each blank with an 
appropriate preposition. Some blanks may use more than one 
word.

Automatically,  another  part ...  Strangways's  mind  took ...  the 
three blind men. They were tapping slowly ... him ...the sidewalk. 
They were about twenty yards away. He calculated that they would 
pass him a second or two before he reached his car. Out ... shame ... 
his own health and gratitude ... it, Strangways felt ... a coin. He ran 
his  thumbnail...  its  edge  to  make  sure  it  was  a  florin  and  not  a 
penny. He took it ... . He was parallel ... the beggars. How odd, they 
were all Chigroes! How very odd! Strangways's hand went ... . The 
coin clanged ... the tin cup.

"Bless you, Master," said the leading man. "Bless you," echoed 
the other two.
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The car key was ... Strangways's hand. Vaguely he registered the 
moment ... silence as the tapping ... the white sticks ceased. It was 
too lace.

Directions: Read the passage and fill in each blank with an ap-
propriate  preposition.  Some  blanks  may  use  more  than  one 
word.

As Strangways had passed the last man, all three had swivelled. 
The back two had fanned ... a step to have a clear field ... fire. Three 
revolves,  ungainly ... their  sausage-shaped  silencers,  whipped ... 
holsters concealed ... the rags. With disciplined precision the three 
men  aimed...  different  points ...  Strangways's  spine - one ... the 
shoulders, one ... the small ... the back, one ... the pelvis.

The three heavy coughs were almost one. Strangways's body was 
hurled ... as if it had been kicked. It lay absolutely still ... the small 
puff ... dust ... the sidewalk.

Directions: Read the passage and fill in each blank with an ap-
propriate  preposition.  Some blanks may use more than one 
word.

The man threw these and all the papers ... the safe ... the center... 
the room. He tore down the curtains and added them ... the pile. 
He topped it up ... a couple ... chairs. He opened the box... Presto 
firelighters and took out a handful and tucked them ... the pile and 
lit them. Then he went out ... the hall and lit similar bonfires ... ap-
propriate places. The tinder-dry furniture caught quickly and the 
flames began to lick ... the panelling. The man went ... the front 
door and opened it. There was no noise except the zing ... crickets 
and the soft tick-over ... the car's engine, ... and ... the road there 
was no other sign ... life. The man went back ... the smoke-filled 
hall and easily shouldered the sack and came out again, leaving 
the door open to make a draught. He walked swiftly ... the path ... 
the road. The back doors ... the hearse were open. He handed ... 
the sack and watched the two men force it ... the coffin ... top ... 
Strangways's body. Then he climbed ... and shut the doors and 
sat ... and put ... his top hat.

As the first flames showed ... the upper windows ... the bunga-
low, the hearse moved quietly ... the sidewalk and went ... its way ... 
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towards the Mona Reservoir. There the weighted coffin would slip... 
its fifty-fathom grave and. ... just forty-five minutes, the personnel 
and records ...  the Caribbean station ...  the Secret  Service would 
have been utterly destroyed.
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CHAPTER   TWO

CHOICE OF WEAPONS

A.  Read through the extracts and point out the most important 
events.

∗      ∗      ∗
Three weeks later,  in  London,  March came in  like  a rattle-

snake.
From first light on March lst, hail and icy sleet with a Force 8 gale 
behind them lashed at the city and went on lashing as the people 
streamed miserably to work, their legs whipped by the wet hems of 
their macintoshes and their faces blotching with the cold.

It was a filthy day and everybody said so - even M, who rarely 
admitted the existence of weather even in its extreme forms. When 
the old black Silver Wraith Rolls with the nondescript number-plate 
stopped outside the tall building in Regent's Park and he climbed 
stiffly out on to the pavement, hail hit him in the face like a whiff of 
small-shot. Instead of hurrying inside the building, he walked delib-
erately round the car to the window beside the chauffeur.
"Won't be needing the car again today, Smith. Take it away and go 
home. I'll use the tube this evening. No weather for driving a car. 
Worse than one of those PQ convoys."

Ex-Leading Stoker Smith grinned gratefully. "Aye-aye, sir. 
And thanks." He watched the elderly erect figure walk round the 
bonnet of the Rolls and across the pavement and into the building. 
Just like the old boy. He'd always see the men right first. Smith 
clicked the gear lever into first  and moved off, peering forward 
through the streaming wind-screen. They didn't come like that any 
more.

∗      ∗      ∗
- Не  сегодня.-  М.  раздраженно  сдвинул  брови.  –  Меня 

интересует  один  из  моих  людей,  находящихся  на  вашем 
попечении. Он в хорошей форме, работать может?
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- Физически  он  настроен  как  инструмент.  Нога  в 
полном порядке. Есть, правда, одно «но». Нельзя ли дать 
ему для начала какое-нибудь легкое задание?
М.  хмыкнул.-  Мне  действительно  приходила  в  голову 
мысль  дать  ему  немного  передохнуть.  Тут  как  раз 
подворачивается Ямайка. Это больше всего будет походить 
на отдых, прописанный врачами. 
Два моих подчиненных, мужчина и женщина, исчезли. Наш 
друг имеет шанс превратиться на некоторое время в сыщика 
– и пожариться на солнышке. Как вы полагаете?

- Именно то, что нужно.
 to be as fit as a fiddle
 Just one thing.
 a rest cure
 Just the ticket

∗      ∗      ∗
 Джеймс Бонд вошел в кабинет, закрыл за собой дверь, 

подошел к креслу перед столом М. и сел. 
− Доброе утро, 007.
− Доброе утро, сэр.
− Как самочувствие? Рады, что вернулись?
− Очень рад, сэр. И чувствую себя прекрасно.
− Ну,  тогда  все  в  порядке.  Кстати,  у  меня  для  вас 

новости.  Есть  работа.  На  Ямайке.  Кадровый  вопрос. 
Расследовать и доложить.  Солнце пойдет вам на 
пользу,  а  новое  оружие  сможете  опробовать  на 
черепахах  или на  том,  что у  них  там ползает. 
Считайте, это вроде отпуска. Беретесь?

Про  себя  Бонд  подумал:  «Он  все  еще  не  может 
простить мне последнее задание. Считает, что я его 
подвел.  Ничего  серьезного  мне  поручать  не  хочет. 
Проверяет. Ну ладно!» Вслух  он произнес: 
− Очень рад, сэр похоже на сладкую жизнь, сэр. Ее у 

меня в последнее время хватало. Но  если нужно… 
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если вы настаиваете, сэр…
− Да , - сказал М., - я настаиваю.
 Routine investigation and report.
 whatever they have down there.
 He’s got it in for me over the last job.
 Sounds rather like the soft life.
 … if it’s got to be done….
 … if you say so…

 Arrange the points logically.
  Answer the question «What happened?» in two or three com-
plex sentences.
  Think of one word («the key word») which gives the general 
idea of what took place

  Combine the above two into one according to the following 
structure:

Chapter ….,
                 headlined «…………………..»,
                                  is devoted to (……the key word…….) +
two or three sentences (the answer to the «What happened?» 
question)

 Put it into writing

  Render the extracts  in Russian into the English  language. 
Use the following words and word combinations.
.

c) to frown (irritably); to handle (smb/smth); to be fit for duty; to 
heal up; to start with (smth); to give a (curt) laugh; to come up 
(about smth); to go off; an inquiry man;  

d) the chair across the desk; personel problem; to do (smb) good; 
to practise (smth) on (smth); a bit of a holiday; to let (smb) 
down;  to  trust  (smb)  something  tough; to  see;  to  have  too 
much; 
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B. Directions: Read the passage and fill in each blank with an 
appropriate preposition. Some blanks may use more than one 
word. 

M went ... the lift ... the eighth floor and ... the thick-carpeted 
corridor ... his office. He shut the door ... him, took ... his overcoat 
and scarf and hung them ... the door. He took ... a large blue silk 
bandanna handkerchief and wiped it ... his face. It was odd, but he 
wouldn't have done this  ... front ... the porters or the liftman. He 
went ... his desk and sat down and bent ... the intercom. He pressed 
a switch.

"I'm ...,  Miss  Moneypenny.  The  signals,  please,  and anything 
else you've got. Then get me Sir James Molony. He'll be doing his 
rounds ... ST Mary's ... now. Tell the Chief of Staff I'll see 007 ... 
half an hour. And let me have the Strangways file."-  M waited ... 
the metallic "Yes, sir" and released the switch.

∗      ∗      ∗
He  sat  …  and  reached  …  his  pipe  and  began  filling  it 

thoughtfully. He didn’t look … when his secretary came … … the 
stack … papers and even ignored the half dozen pink Most Imme-
diates … top … the signal file. If they had been vital he would 
have been called … the night.

A yellow light  winked … the intercom.  M picked … the 
black telephone … the row … four. “That you, Sir James? Have 
you got five minutes?”

“Six, for you.” … the other end … the line the famous neu-
rologist chuckled. “Want me certify one … Her Majesty’s Minis-
ters?”
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C. Directions:

a) Read each sentence and fill in each blank with one of the   
following prepositions.

by  from  among behind  under  below  underneath  beneath.

1. It was a perfect opportunity to discuss policy and educational is-
sues ... themselves.
2. Sandy stared at me, his eyes widening ... his rimless glasses.
3. He showed me three books ... a great Australian writer.
4. There, on the piano, was a collection of pieces ... Mozart.
5. A few day later in Chicago the Capones received a message ... 
Vito Corleone.
6. Did you put some newspapers - ... that clock?
7. We squeezed ... the wire and got into the garden.
8. She would ring later to get the phone number in the call box ... 
their flat.
9. .... the house the beach is long and shelving.

10. Down ... in the valley the chimneys were smoking.
11. They  searched  everywhere,  in  the  cupboards,  ...  the  carpets,  ... 

floor boards and mattresses, even in the bathroom and kitchen.
12. Far ... them, the trees of the forest sighed in the breeze.

b) Read each sentence and fill in each blank with an appropriate 
preposition.

1. The teacher wasn't satisfied ... what the student answered.
2. You should pay attention ... how this is cooked.
3. She was concerned ... how well he will play the serenade.
4. They are interested ... how it works.     
5. The service here is bad: you have to ask ... what you want
6. Have you decided ... when we'll go to their place?
7. Be careful in this store: you have to pay ... whatever you break.
8. They had been walking for two hours and it seemed to me that they 

weren't sure ... where they were going.
9. I hope you always listen ... what your parents say.

10. The mother was worried ... who would take the children to school. 
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11. Most of the students didn't approve .... what the University Board 
decided.

12. If you get lost, go back ... where you began.
13. The crops were damaged ... what the rain did.
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CHAPTER   THREE

RECEPTION COMMITTEE

A.  Read through the extracts and point out the most important 
events.

∗      ∗      ∗
Лайнер  грузоподъемностью  шестьдесят  восемь 

тонн со  свистом рассекал  воздух  высоко  над  шахматной 
доской  Кубы в  зеленую клетку.  Когда  до  места  назначения 
осталось  лишь  около  сотни  миль,  самолет,  держа  курс  на 
Ямайку, стал плавно снижаться.

Бонд  наблюдал,  как  на  горизонте  вырастал  большой, 
зеленый  остров.  Наконец   под  фюзеляжем  лайнера  легла 
взлетно-посадочная  полоса,  последовал мягкий  двойной 
глухой удар, который слышишь при идеальной посадке – 
самолет  подруливал  к  низким,  окрашенным  в  белый  цвет 
строениям аэропорта.

Едва  Бонд  покинул  салон  самолета,  чтобы  пройти 
контроль,  как  сразу  попал  в  объятия  тропиков.  После 
неприятного  лондонского  холода  тропическая  жара 
переносилась легко.

В паспорте у  Бонда значилось:  «Агент по импорту – 
экспорту»
- Поездка деловая или туристическая, сэр?
- Туристическая.
- Желаю  вам  приятно  провести  время,  сэр.  –  Сотрудник 

иммиграционных  властей,  не  выразив  никаких  эмоций, 
вручил Бонду его паспорт.
Бонд вышел в таможенный зал. У выхода из контрольного 
коридора он сразу же заметил  высокого смуглого мужчину. 
На нем была видавшая виды полинявшая рубашки синего 
цвет, возможно, та же самая, и брюки из саржи цвета хаки, 
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возможно, те же самые, что и при первой их встрече пять 
лет назад.

- Кворрел!
 the sixty-eight tons deadweight of air-liner
 the soft double thump of perfect landing
 «Import and Export Merchant»
 Are you here on business or pleasure?

∗      ∗      ∗
What he had done was to send one signal through the Colonial 

Office to the Governor. In it he had first asked that the ADC should 
get Quarrel over from the Cayman Islands for an indefinite period 
on a salary of ten pounds a week. Quarrel had been with Bond on 
his last adventure in Jamaica. He was an invaluable handyman with 
ail the fine seaman's qualities of the Cayman Islander,and he was a 
passport into the lower strata of coloured life which would other-
wise be closed to Bond. Everybody loved him and he was a splen-
did companion. Bond knew Chat Quarrel was vital if he was to get 
anywhere on the Strangways case -whether it was a case or just a 
scandal. Then Bond had asked for a single room and shower at the 
Blue Hills Hotel, for the loan of a car and for Quarrel to meet him 
with the car at the airport. Most of this had been wrong. In particu-
lar Bond should have taken a taxi to his hotel and made contact with 
Quarrel later. Then he would have seen the car and had a chance to 
change it.

∗      ∗      ∗
On an impulse Bond turned in his seat. A hundred yards behind 

were two dim sidelights. Most Jamaicans drive with their headlights 
full on. Bond turned back. He said, "Quarrel. At the end of the Pal-
isadoes, where the left fork goes to Kingston and right to Morant, l 
want you to turn quickly down the Morant road and stop at once and 
turn your lights off. Right? And now go like hell."

"Okay, cap'n." - Quarrel's voice sounded pleased. He put his foot 
down to the floorboards. The little car gave a deep growl and tore 
off down the white road.

Now they were at the end of the straight. The car skidded round 
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the curve where the corner of the harbour bit into the land. Another 
five yards and they would be at the intersection. Bond looked back. 
There was no sign of the other car. Here was the signpost. Quarrel 
did a racing change and hurled the car round on a tight lock. He 
pulled in to the side and dowsed his lights. Bond turned and waited. 
At once he heard the roar of a big car at speed. Lights blazed on, 
looking for  them.  Then the car  was past  and tearing on towards 
Kingston. Bond had time to notice that it was a big American type 
taxicab and that there was no one in it but the driver. Then it was 
gone.

∗      ∗      ∗
They  came  into  the  stream of  Kingston  traffic  –  buses,  cars, 

horse-drawn carts, pannier-laden donkeys down from the hills, and 
the hand-drawn barrows selling drinks. In the crush it was impossi-
ble to say if they were being followed. They turned off to the right 
and towards the hills. There were many cars behind them. Any one 
of them could have been the American taxi. Soon there was a neon 
sign of a green palm tree and underneath “Blue Hills. The hotel”.

∗      ∗      ∗
… Когда официант принес заказ в номер, Бонд разрезал 

лайм  пополам,  бросил  две  выжатые  им  половинки  в 
высокий стакан, почти доверху наполнил его кубиками льда и 
только тогда налил тоник. Он подумал о том, как чудесно быть 
так далеко от штаб-квартиры, от Лондона, от всяких клиник, 
как отлично быть здесь именно в этот момент и делать то, чем 
он занимается, и точно знать – инстинкт твердил ему об этом, 
- что дело ему опять попалось не из легких.
 to cut (smth) in half
 … he was on a good tough case again.

 Arrange the points logically.
  Answer the question «What happened?» in two or three com-
plex sentences.
  Think of one word («the key word») which gives the general 
idea of what took place
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  Combine the above two into one according to the following 
structure:

Chapter ….,
                 headlined «…………………..»,
                                          is about (……the key word…….) +
two or three sentences (the answer to the «What happened?» 
question)

 Put it into writing

  Render the extracts  in Russian into the English  language. 
Use the following words and word combinations.

a)to hurl (about the air);  a chequeboard; with (some distance/ 
time) to go; a (declining) flight; on the horizon; a/the fuselage; 
a  (wide)  strip/runway;  (a)  rasping (sound, cold,  etc.);  to  be 
easily bearable; to do (smth) with indifference; to hand (smb 
smth); the Customs hall; a brown-skinned (man); faded (about 
colour); twill (texture of a material).

b) to  drop (smth);  squeezed (about  a  lemon,  lime,etc.);  a  long 
glass; to fill with (smth); ice cubes; to pour (about water, tec.); 
to be away from (some place); one’s senses.

B. Directions: Read the passage and fill in each blank with an 
appropriate preposition. Some blanks may use more than one 
word. 

A hundred yards higher ... the road the black taxi waved the 
following drivers ... and pulled in ... the left. It made a U-turn ... a 
break ... the traffic and swept ... the hill ... Kingston.
The Blue Hills  was a comfortable  old-fashioned hotel ...  modern 
trimmings. Bond was welcomed ... deference because his reserva-
tion had been made ... King's House. He was shown ... a fine corner 
room ... a balcony looking ... the distant sweep ... Kingston harbour. 
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Thankfully he took off his London clothes/ now moist ... perspira-
tion, and went ... the glass-fronted shower and turned the cold water 
full... and stood ... it ... five minutes ... which he washed his hair to 
remove the last dirt  ... big-city life. Then he pulled ... a pair ... Sea 
Island cotton shorts and, ... sensual pleasure ... the warm soft air ... 
his nakedness, unpacked his things and rang ... the  waiter.

C. Directions:

b) Read each sentence and fill in each blank with one of the   
following prepositions.

to       of        from        on         by       about         for
1. When you are independent from your parents, you sometimes 

have to live ... whatever you earn.
2. Parents are responsible ... what their children do.
3. The mother objected ... what her son did.
4. The inspector wasn't convinced ...what the man. said.
5. Do forgive me: I didn't think ... how it might humiliate you.
6. His mother isn't very happy ....how he takes the life.
7. Margo never admitted .. what she did in the castle.
8. Make a note ... what you might forget.
9. Are you aware ... how the delay might affect the project.
10.The boys couldn't agree ...what happened in the fight.

b) Read each sentence and fill in each blank with an appropriate 
preposition.

1. The story begins ... the description of a small town .
2. He began ... apologizing profusely about what had happened.
3. He had received a blow ... the cheek bone.
4. He had been killed ... a blow to the brain.
5. It was another blow ... their hopes to catch Coke.
6. "I'm going to keep the money". -"To blow it ... drinks?"
7. By then he was bored ... the project.
8. As she backed away, she bumped ... someone behind her.
9. This system would place intolerable burdens ... teachers.
10.I tried not to be a burden ... my father.
11.However, I mustn't burden you ... my problems.
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12.He had bought the equipment ... the salesman.
13. College life is centered ... hall, chapel and lodgings.
14.Interest has centered ... the use of solar energy.
15.The world went ... a great change of climate.
16. There would be a major change ... the Egyptian foreign policy.
17. The country gradually changed ... forest ... muddy plain.
18.His laughter changed ... a cry of pain.
19. His face seemed to have changed ... a mask of hatred.
20. She changed ... her street clothes.
21. Have you got any change ... £ 100.
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CHAPTER   FOUR

THE FINGER ON THE TRIGGER

A.  Read through the extracts and point out the most important 
events.

∗      ∗      ∗

He felt exhausted. It was only four о' clock, but it was roast-
ing in Kingston and his shirt was sticking to him. Bond walked out 
of the Institute and found a taxi and went back up into the cool 
hills to his hotel. He was well satisfied with his day, but nothing 
else could be done on this side of the island. He would spend a 
quiet evening at his hotel and be ready to get up early next morn-
ing and be away.

∗      ∗      ∗

His hand on the gun under his coat, Bond softly approached 
his door. He turned the key and kicked the door open. The empty 
room yawned at him. Bond shut and locked the door. On his dress-
ing table was a large basket of fruit – grapefruit, pink bananas, star-
apples and even a couple of hot-house nectaries. Attached to a broad 
ribbon on the handle was a white envelope. Bond removed it and 
held it up to the light. He opened it. On a plain sheet of expensive 
white writing paper was typed "With the Compliments of His Ex-
cellency the Governor".

Bond snored. He stood looking at the fruit. He bent his ear to 
it and listened. Then he took the basket by the handle and tipped its 
contents out on to the floor. The fruit bounced and rolled over the 
coconut matting. There was nothing but fruit in the basket. Bond 
grinned at his precautions.
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∗      ∗      ∗

Бонд  выбрал  один  из  персиков,  так  как  человек 
неосмотрительный и голодный начал бы именно с них, и 
отнес  его  в  ванную.  Он  положил  персик  в  раковину 
умывальника  и  вернулся  в  спальню.  Проверив  замок,  он 
открыл  шкаф,  осторожно  вынул  оттуда  чемодан  и 
поставил его посередине комнаты. Затем встал на колени 
и  стал  искать  следы  талька,  который  он  насыпал  вокруг 
замков. Тальк был стерт, а вокруг отверстия для ключа были 
видны  крохотные  царапины.  Бонд  с  мрачным  видом 
исследовал царапины. Эти люди не так осторожны, как те, с 
которыми ему приходилось иметь дело.  Он открыл замок и 
поставил  чемодан  на  торец…  .  Из   ящичка  с 
инструментами он  достал  лупу,  какими  пользовались 
ювелиры,  вернулся  в  ванную  комнату  и  зажег  свет  над 
зеркалом  для  бритья.  Он  поднес  лупу  к  глазу,  осторожно 
вытащил персик из раковины и стал  медленно вращать его 
двумя пальцами.

Бонд  остановился,  когда  дошел  до  микроскопической 
дырочки,  сделанной  иглой.  Ее  края  чуть-чуть 
покоричневели. Наколка находилась в трещинке на персике, 
и  ее  можно  было  обнаружить  только  с  помощью 
увеличительного стекла. Бонд осторожно положил персик 
обратно в раковину….

Итак, ему объявили войну!… Бонд почувствовал, как у 
него  заныло  под  ложечкой.  Он  вяло  улыбнулся  своему 
отражению  в  зеркале.  Значит,  инстинкт   не  подвел  его,  и 
выводы  он  сделал  правильные….  Первый  выстрел  сделан. 
Будут и другие. Чей палец лежит на спусковом крючке? Кто 
так точно поймал его в прицел? У Бонда не оставалось 
сомнений.  Хотя  доказательств  не  было,  человеком, 
целившимся в него, был доктор Ноу.

 the most likely the greedy man to choose first
 Gingerly he lifted out his suitcase and stood it in the middle 
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of the room.
 … there were minute scratches round the keyholes.
 … and stood it up on end.
  from his “tool case”…
 … revolved it between finger and thumb.
 .., its edges faintly discoloured brown.
 … except under the a magnifying glass…
 Bond felt the slight tautening of the skin at the base of his 
stomach.
 Who had got him so accurately in his sights?

 Arrange the points logically.
  Answer the question «What happened?» in two or three com-
plex sentences.
  Think of one word («the key word») which gives the general 
idea of what took place

  Combine the above two into one according to the following 
structure:

Chapter ….,
                 headlined «…………………..»,
                                         is about (……the key word…….) +
two or three sentences (the answer to the «What happened?» 
question)

 Put it into writing

  Render the extracts  in Russian into the English  language. 
Use the following words and word combinations.

a) to  pick  up  (smth);  to  drop  (smth)  into  (some  place/ 
washbasin);  to inspect (smth); a lock; to (un)lock (smth); to 
kneel down; a trace; to dust (smth/ talcum); to smear (smth); 
to do (smth)  sourly;  to deal with(smb/ smth);  a (jeweller’s) 
glass; a (minute) pinhole; in the crevice of the fruit; to smile 
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(thinly) at (smb/ smth/ one’s reflection); instincts and reason-
ing; to fire a shot; the man behind the gun.

B. Directions: Read the passage and fill in each blank with an 
appropriate preposition. Some blanks may use more than one 
word. 

The overall  area  … the island was about fifty square miles. 
Three-quarters … this, … the east, was swamp and shallow lake. … 
the lake a flat river meandered down … the sea and came out half-
way … the south coast … a small sandy bay. Bond guessed that 
somewhere … the headwaters … the river would be a likely spot for 
the bird wardens to have chosen … their camp. … the west, the is-
land rose steeply to a hill stated to be five hundred feet high and 
ended abruptly … what appeared to be a sheer drop … the sea. A 
dotted line led … this hill … a box … the corner … the map which 
contained the words Guano deposits. Last workings 1880.

There was no sign … a road, or even … a track … the island, 
and no sign … a house.  The relief  map showed that  the  island 
looked rather like a flat spine rising sharply to the head - heading 
west. It appeared to be about thirty miles due north of Galina Point 
on the north shore … Jamaica and about sixty miles south of Cuba.

C. Directions:

a) Read each sentence and fill in each blank with one of the 
following prepositions.

about       from       to        for         with       in         on
1. The girl you gave the notes … is my sister.
2. The play, which we talked … is being made into a movie.
3. The company he works … doesn’t believe in pay rises.
4. The team I play football … is practicing this evening.
5. Please, don’t redecorate the room I want to stay … .
6. We just bought the sofa you are sitting … .
7. I am going to meet the woman I practice music … .
8. I have a list of people I should phone … .
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9. The teacher I borrowed the journal … wants it back..
10.The young gentleman you went out … last night called today.

b) Read each sentence and fill in each blank with an appropriate 
preposition.
1. Thomas knew that  people complained … Uncle Harold … his 

fights.
2. The officers complained … a shortage of staff  at Risley.
3. He bought a lovely Beverly Hills mansion, complete … a swim-

ming pool.
4. Thomas tried to smile to compliment Mrs Jardino … her sense of 

humour.
5. She is to be complimented … handling the situation so well.
6. Send him a copy of the dictionary … our compliments.
7. The book is composed … essays written over the last ten years.
8. Barry  can  con  unsuspecting  people  …  paying  him  for  golf 

lessons.
9.… conclusion, let me suggest a number of practical applications. 
10.I lay in the bath and consoled myself … Bob Dylan’s latest al-

bum.
11. She tried to console me … saying that I’d probably be happier 

in a new job.
12.I left the blankets outside my room for my landlady to remove … 

her convenience.
13.This view corresponds less and less … reality.
14.He finds it difficult to make his words correspond … the music.
15.She corresponded … other shell collectors.
16.He condemned the killings … a crime … humanity.
17.It can cause damage … the liver, heart and kidneys.
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CHAPTER   FIVE
      

NIGHT PASSAGE

A. Read through the extracts and point out the most important 
events.

∗      ∗      ∗

Солнце поднималось над вершиной Голубой Горы, и его 
золотые лучи освещали лежащую внизу долину. Дорога была 
немноголюдна,  изредка  попадался  человек,  идущий  к 
своему  участку  земли  на  склоне  холма,  обычно  он  нес 
трехфутовую  мотыгу  в  правой  руке  и  кусок  сахарного 
тростника с фут длиной в левой. Это был его завтрак,  и он 
жевал  его  на  ходу.  Встречалась  какая-нибудь  женщина,  не 
спеша  поднимающаяся  по  дороге  с  корзиной  фруктов  или 
овощей, которую она несла на базар в Стоунли Хилл, шла она 
босиком, а башмаки несла на голове, чтобы надеть, как только 
подойдет к деревне. Это была мирная сцена из традиционной 
сельской жизни, уклад которой не менялся лет двести, а то и 
больше...

Кворелл прервал мысли Бонда.
- Кэп,  -  произнес  он  извиняющимся  голосом,  -  я  прошу 

прощения, но не могли бы вы сказать, что вы там задумали? 
Я все это время пытаюсь гадать, но ничего не могу понять в 
вашей игре.

- Я  и  сам  плохо  понимаю,  Кворелл.  –  Бонд  включил 
последнюю  скорость и  покатился  через  прохладные, 
красивые  поляны  Каслтон-гарденз.  Я  говорил  тебе,  что 
приехал  из-за  исчезновения  капитана  Стренгвейза  и  его 
секретарши. Большинство думает, что они сбежали вместе. 
Я думаю, что их убили.
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- Вот как? – спросил Кворелл без особых эмоций.
- И кто, вы думаете, их убил?
- Здесь я согласен с тобой. Думаю, это сделал доктор Ноу,  
этот китаец с Рифа Крабов.  Стренгвейз пронюхал что-
то  о  его  делишках  –  что-то,  что  связано  с  птичьим 
заповедником. У доктора Ноу мания все держать в тайне. Ты 
мне сам об этом говорил. Такое впечатление, что он пойдет на 
что угодно, лишь бы не допустить, чтобы кто-то проник на его 
территорию.  Заметь,  это  не  более,  чем  предположение 
относительно доктора Ноу. Но за последние сутки произошли 
любопытные вещи. 
Вот почему я отправил «санбим» в Монтего, чтобы запутать 
следы. И вот почему мы спрячемся на несколько дней в Бью-
Дезет.
 an occasional man…
 Bond changed up into top
 I’ve come to agree with you.
 … Doctor No, that Chinaman on Crab Key, had it done.
 Strangways was  poking  his  nose  into  this  man’s  affairs  – 
something to do with the bird sanctuary
 Mark you, it’s not more than a guess…

∗      ∗      ∗

- Den what, cap’n?
- First  of all  I want you to get me absolutely fit  – the way you 

trained me the last time I was here. Remember? And then I was 
thinking you and me might go and take a look at Crab Key.
Guarrel whistled. The whistle ended on a downward note.

- Just sniff around. We needn’t get too close to Doctor No’s end. I 
want to take a look at this bird sanctuary. See for myself what 
happened to the warden’s camp. If we find anything wrong, we’ll 
get away again and come back by the front door – with some sol-
diers to help. Have a full-dress inquiry. Can’t do that until we’ve 
got something to go on…
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∗      ∗      ∗

… the canoe was rocking quietly in the water, its bows on the 
sand.  Quarrel  went  aft  and  Bond  climbed  between  the  forward 
thwart and the bows. The sail, wrapped round the short mast, was 
at  his  back.  Bond took up his  paddle  and pushed off,  and they 
turned slowly and headed out for the break in the softly creaming 
waves that was the passage through the reef. They paddled easily, 
in unison,  the paddles turning in their  hands so that  they didn’t 
leave the water on the forward stroke. The small waves slapped 
softly against the bows. Otherwise they made no noise. It was dark. 
Nobody saw them go. They just left the land and went off across 
the sea…

The Milky Way soared overhead… The stars lit the sea into a 
faint gray road and then arched away over the tip of the mast to-
wards the black silhouette of Jamaica…Already they were a couple 
of miles out. Soon they would be a tenth of the way, then a quarter, 
then half. That would be around midnight when Bond would take 
over.

 Arrange the points logically.
  Answer the question «What happened?» in two or three com-
plex sentences.
  Think of one word («the key word») which gives the general 
idea of what took place

  Combine the above two into one according to the following 
structure:

Chapter ….,
                 headlined «…………………..»,
                                          is about (……the key word…….) +
two or three sentences (the answer to the «What happened?» 
question)

 Put it into writing
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  Render the extracts  in Russian into the English  language. 
Use the following words and word combinations.

a)  to come up over (somewhere); the peak (about a mountain); 
shafts (about the sun); to lance; a (plunging) valley; a smallhold-
ing; on the flank of a hill; a cutlass; a raw sugar cane; to saunter; 
to  don  (  about  shoes);  to  say  (smth)  apologetically;  to  have 
(smth) in one’s mind; to puzzle; to figure out (smth); to dawdle 
(through smth/ glades); to go off; to murder; to say (smth) un-
emotionally; to have a mania for privacy; in the last twenty-four 
hours; to lay a false scent; to hide out (somewhere).

B. Directions: Read the passage and fill in each blank with   
an appropriate preposition. Some blanks may use more 
than one word. 

They went … the little town and on round the headland to Mor-
gan's Harbour. It was just as Bond remembered - the sugar-loaf … 
the Isle of Surprise rising … of the calm bay, the canoes drawn … 
beside the mounds … empty conch shells, the distant boom … the 
surf  … the reef which had so nearly been his grave. Bond, his 
mind full … memories, took the car … the little side road and … 
the cane fields … the middle … which the gaunt ruin ... the old 
Great House of Beau Desert Plantation stood up like a stranded 
galleon.

They came … the gate leading … the bungalow. Quarrel got … 
and opened the gate and Bond drove … and pulled … in the yard 
behind the white single-storeyed house. It was very quiet. Bond 
walked … the house and … the lawn … the edge of the sea. Yes, 
there it was, the stretch of deep, silent water - the submarine path 
he had taken … the Isle of Surprise. It sometimes came back … 
him … nightmares. Bond stood looking … it and thinking … Soli-
taire, the girl he had brought back, torn and bleeding, … that sea. 
He had carried her … the lawn … the house. What had happened 
… her? Where was she? Brusquely Bond turned and walked … … 
the house, driving the phantoms … … him.
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C. Directions:

a) Read each sentence and fill in each blank with one of the 
following prepositions.

above         over
1. The trees rose … the houses.
2. Castle stopped … the dog.
3. Rudolf was wearing a sweater … a wool shirt and a silk scarf.
4. He opened a cupboard … the sink.
5. She leaned forward until her face was directly … the basin.
6. Nora behaved as if she was in a position …even the staff, and 

certainly … us.
7. The officer set in authority …him was a rude and stubborn per-

son.
b) Read each sentence and fill in each blank with an appropriate 

preposition.

1. John will arrive … 10 0’clock … Friday. He has been away … the past 
three days.

2. Steve is going to Japan … the 3d … February.
3. I’ll do my shopping …the morning … Saturday.
4. Grandma will sleep in the guest bedroom … her visit.
5. John graduated … high school … 1977. He hasn’t seen his classmates … 

a long time.
6. Kay will be … school … 3 o’clock … 5 o’clock. She will have to clean 

her bedroom either … 3 o’clock or … 5 o’clock.
7. She is going to do the washing … Sunday morning.
8. The child couldn’t sleep … the night.
9. The student gave … the report … last week.
10. … last year we went … Italy.
11.The summer … this country is … September … December.
12.He was born … Saturday evening.
13.They were so weak that slept … the whole day.
14.When Robert was a boy … ten, his father took him … Moscow. They 

lived there … three years and then moved … London.
15.She has been a teacher … French … she graduated … the institute.
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16.They expected him to arrive … two days.
17.She is always … time … the classes.
18. Seminars begin … the 21st and last … 28th.
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CHAPTER SIX

CLOSE SHAVES

A. Read through the extracts and point out the most important 
events.

∗      ∗      ∗
Металлический звук работающего двигателя становился 

все  громче.  Катер,  должно  быть,  уже  за  мысом.  Бонд  в 
последний  раз  осмотрел  их,  выглядевшее  таким  мирным 
укрытие,  а  потом стал внимательно вглядываться сквозь 
листья и траву в то место, где мыс подходил к рифам.

Появился острый белый нос катера. Затем проплыли 
десять  ярдов  пустой  отполированной  палубы,  прозрачные 
щиты,  защищающие  от  ветра,  низкая,  скошенная  к  корме 
кабина с сиреной и тупой радиомачтой. Бонд заметил человека 
внутри кабины у руля. Потом показались  длинный плоский 
кокпит кормовой части и поникший английский торговый 
флаг.  Переоборудованный  МТК –  моторный торпедный 
катер,  когда-то  принадлежавший  правительству 
Великобритании.

Бонд  перевел  взгляд  на двух  мужчин,  стоявших  на 
корме. Это были негры с не очень темной кожей. На них были 
аккуратные  парусиновые  брюки,  рубашки  цвета  хаки, 
перепоясанные  широкими  ремнями,  и  ярко-желтые 
бейсбольные  кепочки.  Они  стояли  рядом,  стараясь  крепко 
держаться  на  ногах,  так  как  катер  слегка  качался  на 
волнах.  У  одного  из  них  в  руках  был  большой  черный 
громкоговоритель.  Другой  прилаживал  на  треножнике 
пулемет типа «Шпандау».

Человек взял бинокль и начал осматривать каждую пядь 
земли  вдоль  берега.  Сквозь  звуки  работающего  двигателя 
Бонд  мог  расслышать  его  приглушенный  голос,  человек 
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сообщал о том, что наблюдал…
 … fixed his eyes … on the point of the headland inside the 
reef
 … the knife of white bows …
 … the long flat well of the stern and a drooping red ensign…
 … M.T.B.
 Bond’s eyes went to …
 … bracing against the slow swell…
 a «Spandau»

∗      ∗      ∗

The slow thud of the diesel quickened. The engine accelerated 
into a hasty roar and through the fallen leaves Bond watched the 
stern of the launch settle lower in the water as it made off to the 
west. Within minutes it was out of earshot.
Bond cautiously raised his head. The bay was serene, the beach 
unmarked. All was as before except for the stench of cordite and 
the sour smell of blasted rock. Bond pulled the girl to her feet. 
There were tear streaks down her face- She looked at him aghast. 
She said solemnly, "That was horrible. What did they do it for?" 
We might have been killed."

Bond thought, this girl has always had to fend for herself, but 
only against nature. She knows the world of animals and insects 
and fishes and she's got the better of it. But it's been a small world, 
bounded by the sun and the moon and the seasons.  She doesn't 
know the big world of the smoke-filled room, of the bullion bro-
ker's parlour, of the corridors and waiting-rooms of government of-
fices, of careful meetings on park seats-she doesn't know about the 
struggle for big power and big money by the big men. She doesn't 
know that she's been swept out of her rock pool into the dirty wa-
ters.

∗      ∗      ∗
He said, "It's all right, Honey. They're just a lot of bad men 
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who're frightened of us. We can manage them." Bond put his arm 
round her shoulder,  "Come on now, we'll  look for  Quarrel  and 
make  some  plans.  Anyway,  it's  time  we had something  to  eat. 
What do you eat on these expeditions?"
They  turned  and  walked  up  the  beach  to  the  headland.  After  a 
minute she said in a controlled voice, "Oh, there's stacks of food 
about. Sea urchins mostly. And there are wild bananas and things. I 
eat and sleep for two days before I come out here. I don't need any-
thing."

Soon  Quarrel  appeared  on  the  skyline.  Quarrel  scrambled 
down among the rocks. He stopped, looking down. They came up 
with him. The girl's canoe was sawn almost in half by the bullets. 
The girl gave a cry. She looked desperately at Bond, "My boat! 
How am I to get back?"

∗      ∗      ∗
It was one o'clock before they were ready. Bond and Quarrel 

filled the canoe with stones and sand until it sank in a pool among 
the mangroves. They smeared over their footprints. The bullets had 
left so much letter behind the shoreline that they could do most of 
their walking on broken leaves and twigs. They ate some of their ra-
tions - avidly, the girl reluctantly and climbed across the rocks and 
into the shallow water offshore. Then they trudged along the shal-
lows towards the river mouth three hundred yards away down the 
beach.

∗      ∗      ∗
  The pool converged into a narrow neck over which the man-
groves touched. For a time they waded through a cool tunnel, and 
then the river broadened into a deep sluggish channel that mean-
dered ahead among the giant spider-legs of the mangroves. The bot-
tom was muddy and at each step their feet sank inches into slime. 
Small fish or shrimps wriggled and fled from under their feet, and 
every now and then they had to stoop to brush away leeches before 
they got hold. But otherwise it was easy going and quiet and cool 
among the bushes and, at least to Bond, it was a blessing to be out 
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of the sun.
Soon, as they got away from the sea, it began to smell bad 

with the bad egg sulphuretted hydrogen smell of marsh gas. The 
mosquitoes and sandflies began to find them… Bond looked to his 
gun  and  the  spare  ammunition…  Tension  built  up  in  the  hot, 
crouching silence.

It was almost a relief to hear the baying of the dogs…

 Arrange the points logically.
  Answer the question «What happened?» in two or three com-
plex sentences.
  Think of one word («the key word») which gives the general 
idea of what took place

  Combine the above two into one according to the following 
structure:

Chapter ….,
                 headlined «…………………..»,
                                        is about (……the key word…….) +
two or three sentences (the answer to the «What happened?» 
question)

 Put it into writing

  Render the extracts  in Russian into the English  language. 
Use the following words and word combinations.

a) thud of (smth/ a diesel); the headland; to take a (last/ 
attentive/etc)  look  round  the  place;  (glass)  wind-
shields;  a  raked  (smth/  cabin/etc);  a  (blunt)  radio 
mast; to convert (smth); a stern; a pale-skinned (per-
son);  to  wear  (smth/  neat  ducks);  a  loud-hailer;  to 
man (smth/  a  gun machine)  on (smth/  a tripod);  to 
pick up (smth);  to inch binoculars along (smth/ the 
beach/ etc.); murmur.
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B. Directions: Read the passage and fill in each blank with an 
appropriate preposition. Some blanks may use more than one 
word. 

He examined  the  ground … the  river  and the  mountain.  It 
seemed to be the usual gray dead coral broken, where there was a 
pocket … earth, by low scrub and screwpalm. No doubt a road or a 
track  led  down  the  mountainside  …  the  central  lake  and  the 
marshes. It looked bad stuff to cross unless there was. Bond noticed 
that all the vegetation was bent … the westwards. He imagined liv-
ing the year round with that hot wind constantly scouring the island, 
the smell of the marsh gas and the guano. No penal colony could 
have a worse site than this.

Bond looked … the east. There the mangroves … the marsh-
land seemed more hospitable. They marched away … a solid green 
carpet until they lost their outline in the dancing heat haze … the 
horizon. Over them a thick froth of birds tossed and settled and 
tossed again. Their steady scream carried … … the harsh wind.

C. Directions:

a) Read each sentence and fill in each blank with one of the 
following prepositions.

between  among  after  behind  before   in front of  opposite

1. A girl ... her had been trying to post a parcel.
2. I jumped up and stood ... her.
3. I was sent out to buy tea from the cafe ... .
4. Eva was tidying up ... lunch.
5. Alison came across and stood ... her. .
6. He walked .... me for a long time.
7. Thomas ran ... him, yelling to him to stop.
8. Stopping ... the gate, she got out and unlocked the chain.
9. The detective wasn't surprised by the similarities .... the two mur-

ders.
10. She had already caused considerable rivalry ... the men.
11. There is a striking similarity ... the wall paintings throughout 
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these regions.
12. He overheard an argument ... his mother and another woman.

b) Read each sentence and fill in each blank with an appropriate 
preposition.

1. The doctor advised ... tiring him.
2. Your local health office will advise you ... the necessary require-

ments.
3. I could never understand his respect and affection ... Guy.
4. I'm afraid ... spiders.
5. She was afraid ... her children.
6. Her aunt's supposed to be her alibi ...the night.
7. Tan-Lin was an alien ... their company.
8. Taxes were always anathema ... the Americans.
9. This explained her antipathy ... Koda Dad and his son.

10. I've got an appointment ... Dr No.
11. He was arrested ... drunken driving.
12. They arrested him ... a charge of conspiracy to murder.
13.  These  individuals  may  not  be  fully  assimilated ... the  ruling 

class.
14. My grandma always avoided speaking about her own personal 

attitude ... life.
15. In the middle age, they awaken ... the realization that they don't 

know anyone.
16. She was burning ... anger and humiliation.
17. He busied himself ... plates and cups and saucers.
18. The room buzzed ... excited conversation.
19. The workers were no longer capable ... bringing about revolu-

tion
20. The car is capable ... a top speed of 170 mph.
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CHAPTER   SEVEN

MINK-LINED PRISON

A.  Read through the extracts and point out the most important 
events.

∗      ∗      ∗

It was the sort of reception room the largest American corpo-
rations have on the President's floor in their New York skyscrapers. 
It was of pleasant proportions, about twenty feet square. The floor 
was close-carpeted in the thickest  wine-red Wilton and the walls 
and ceiling were painted a soft dove gray. Colour lithograph repro-
ductions of Degas ballet sketches were well hung in groups on the 
walls and the lighting was by tall modern standard lamps with dark 
green silk shades in a fashionable barrel design.

To  Bond's  right  was  a  broad  mahogany  desk  with  a  green 
leather top, handsome matching desk furniture and the most expen-
sive type of intercom. Two tall antique chairs waited for visitors. On 
the  other  side  of  the  room there  was a  refectory-type table  with 
shiny magazines and two more chairs. On both the desk and the ta-
ble were tall vases of freshly cut hibiscus.  The air was fresh and 
cool and held a slight, expensive fragrance.

There were two women in the room. Behind the desk, with 
pen poised over a printed form, sat an efficient-looking Chinese girl 
with horn-rimmed spectacles below a bang of black hair cut short. 
Her eyes and mouth wore the standard receptionist's smile of wel-
come - bright, helpful, inquisitive.

Holding the door through which they had come, and waiting 
for them to move further into the room so that she could close it, 
stood an older, rather matronly woman of about forty-five. She also 
had Chinese  blood.  Her  appearance,  wholesome,  bosomy,  eager 
was almost excessively gracious. Her square cut pince-nez gleamed 
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with the hostess's desire to make them feel at home.

∗      ∗      ∗

While Bond took in the scene, the woman at the door twittered 
conventional phrases of welcome as if they had been caught in a 
storm and had arrived late at a party.

"You poor dears. We simply didn't know when to expect you. 
He kept on being told you were on your way. First it was teatime 
yesterday, then dinner, and it was only half an hour ago we heard 
you would only be here in time for breakfast. You must be fam-
ished. Come along now and help Sister Rose fill in your forms and 
then I’ll pack you both straight off to bed. You must be tired out."

∗      ∗      ∗

"She picked up a tooled leather box. She opened it and put it 
on the desk in front of them. It had three compartments. She pointed 
with a little finger. "Those are American, and those are Players, and 
those are  Turkish."  She picked up an expensive desk-lighter  and 
waited.

Bond reached out his manacled hands to take a Turkish ciga-
rette. Sister LILY gave a squeak of dismay. "Oh, but really." She 
sounded genuinely embarrassed. "Sister Rose, the key quickly. I've 
said again and again that patients are never to be brought in like 
that." There was impatience and distaste in her voice. "Really that 
outside staff! It's time they had a talking to."
Sister Rose was just as much put out. Hastily, she scrabbled in a 
drawer and handed a key across to Sister Lily who, with much coo-
ing and tut-tutting, unlocked the two pairs of handcuffs and walked 
behind the desk and dropped them as if they were dirty bandages 
into the wastepaper basket.

∗      ∗      ∗
Bond answered with polite monosyllables the occasional twit-

tering  comments  Sister  Lily  threw over  her  shoulder.  His  whole 
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mind was focused on the extraordinary circumstances of their recep-
tion. He was quite certain the two women had been genuine. Not a 
look or word had been dropped that was cut of place. It was obvi-
ously a front of some kind, but a solid one meticulously supported 
by the decor and the cast. The lack of resonance in the room, and 
now in the corridor, suggested that they had stepped from the Quon-
set hut into the side of the mountain and that they were now walking 
through its base at  a guess they would be walking towards the west 
- towards the cliff-face with which the island ended. There was no 
moisture on the walls and the air was cool and pure with a strongish 
breeze coming towards them. A lot of money and good engineering 
had gone into the job. The pallor of the two women suggested that 
they spent ail their time inside the mountain. From what Sister Lily 
had said it sounded as if they were part of an inside staff that had 
nothing to do with the strong-arm squad outside and perhaps didn't 
even understand what sort of men they were.
It was grotesque, concluded Bond as they came nearer to a door at 
the end of the corridor, dangerously grotesque, but it was no good 
wondering about it. He could only follow the lines of the gracious 
script. At least this was better than the back-stage of the island out 
side.

∗      ∗      ∗

Бонд побрился,  принял ванну. Ему постоянно хотелось 
спать. Сон накатывал на него волнами так,  что он время от 
времени замирал и сидел,  уронив голову на колени.  Он еле 
смог  почистить  зубы.  И  тут  он  догадался:  ему  подмешали 
снотворное. В кофе или в ананасовый сок. Какая разница! Он 
ничего не хотел, кроме как лечь на пол и закрыть глаза. Бонд 
походкой нетрезвого человека пошел к двери ..,  добрался 
до  кровати,  протянул  руку,  налившуюся  свинцом,  чтобы 
выключить свет, но промахнулся. Лампа с грохотом рухнула 
на пол, и раздался звук взорвавшейся лампочки.  Последним 
усилием Бонд повернулся на бок, и  сонная волна накрыла 
его.

…  В  десять  часов  двери  двойного  номера  тихо 
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открылись.  На фоне освещенного  коридора  вырисовывался 
силуэт очень высокой худой фигуры. Мужчина ростом не 
менее  шести  футов  стоял  на  пороге  и  прислушивался. 
Удовлетворенный услышанным, он медленно вошел в комнату 
…

  Bond weaved drunkenly to the door…
 …with a last effort…
 … and let the waves to sweep over his head …
 … a figure was silhouetted against the lighted door…
 … stood on the threshold listening…

 Arrange the points logically.
  Answer the question «What happened?» in two or three com-
plex sentences.
  Think of one word («the key word») which gives the general 
idea of what took place

  Combine the above two into one according to the following 
structure:

Chapter ….,
                 headlined «…………………..»,
                                           is about (……the key word…….) +
two or three sentences (the answer to the «What happened?» 
question)

 Put it into writing

  Render the extracts  in Russian into the English  language. 
Use the following words and word combinations.

a) to feel (sleepy/ worn out/ etc); to come in waves; to bend one’s 
head between the knees; to recognize the signs; to drug (smb); to 
reach out (smth/ an arm of a lead/etc); to miss (smth); to turn on 
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one’s side; to do (smth) softly

B. Directions: Read the passage and fill in each blank with an 
appropriate preposition. Some blanks may use more than one 
word. 

Bond went ... the dressing-room and stood ... the middle ... the 
floor  and  waited  ...  his  heart  to  stop  pounding.  He  rubbed  his 
hands ... his face and shook his head to get rid ... the thought ... 
her.

To clear his mind he went carefully ... both rooms looking ... ex-
its, possible weapons, microphones - anything that would add ... his 
knowledge. There were none ... these things. There was an electric 
clock ... the wall which said eight-thirty and a row ... bells beside 
the  double  bed.  They  said,  Room Service,  Coiffeur,  Manicurist, 
Maid. There was no telephone. High ... a corner ... both rooms was a 
small  ventilator  grill.  Each was ...  two feet  square.  Useless.  The 
doors  appeared  to  be  ...  some  light  metal,  painted  to  match  the 
walls. Bond threw the whole weight ... his body ... one ... them. It 
didn't give a millimeter. Bond rubbed his shoulder. The place was a 
prison - an exquisite prison. It was no good arguing. The trap had 
shut tight ... them. Now the only thing ... the mice to do was to make 
the most ... the cheese.
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CHAPTER   EIGHT

COME INTO MY PARLOUR

A.  Read through the extracts and point out the most important 
events.

∗      ∗      ∗
   He poured himself out a stiff Bourbon and soda and took it 
into  his  own  room.  So  much  for  his  idea  of  getting  hold  of  a 
weapon.  The  scissors  and files  and probes were attached to  the 
manicurist's  waist  by  a  chain.  So were  the  scissors  of  the  hair-
dresser.  Bond sat  down on his  rumpled bed and lost  himself  in 
drink and gloomy reflections.

∗      ∗      ∗

In due course there came the soft knock on the door and the two of 
them went silently out of the room and along the empty/gracious 
corridor. May stopped at the lift. Its doors were held open by anoth-
er eager Chinese girl. They walked in and the doors shut. Bond no-
ticed that the lift  was made by Waygood Otis.  Everything in the 
prison was de luxe. He gave an inward shudder of distaste. He no-
ticed the reaction.
 He turned to the girl. "I'm sorry, Honey. Got a bit of a headache." 
He didn't want to tell her that all this luxury play-acting was getting 
him down that he hadn't the smallest idea what it was all about that 
he knew it was bad news/ and that he hadn't an inkling of a plan of 
how to get them out of whatever situation they were in. That was 
the worst of it. There was nothing that depressed Bond's spirit so 
much as the knowledge that he hadn't one line of either attack or de-
fense.
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∗      ∗      ∗

Первое, что отметил Бонд, было то, что доктор худ, 
высок  и  имеет  хорошую  осанку.  Он  был  всего  дюймов  на 
шесть  выше  Бонда.  Но  его  прямая,  неподвижная  поза 
зрительно  как  бы  добавляла  ему  роста.  Голова  его  имела 
вытянутую форму, заостренную кверху. Череп был абсолютно 
лысый,  подбородок  острый.  … Определить  возраст  доктора 
Ноу  было  невозможно.  Насколько  мог  видеть  Бонд,  на 
лице не было никаких морщин. Странно, что лоб его был 
столь  же  гладким,  сколь  и  отполированный  череп.  Даже 
впалые  щеки  под  выступающими  скулами  были  словно  из 
прекрасной  слоновой  кости.  Брови  заставляли  вспомнить 
картины  Дали –  тонкие,  черные,  резко  понятые  кверху, 
будто нарисованные гримером на лице фокусника. Из-под 
них внимательно смотрели раскосые, абсолютно черные глаза. 
Ресниц не было. Глаза напоминали отверстия двух маленьких 
револьверов. Не моргающие, они направлены прямо на тебя, и 
в них отсутствовало какое-либо выражение. Тонкий, изящный 
нос оканчивался очень близко от широкой, плотно сжатой 
щели рта,  который несмотря на почти  постоянное подобие 
улыбки,  свидетельствовал  о  жестокости  и  властности 
характера.  Подбородок  загибался  к  шее…  Создавалось 
впечатление,  что  голова  и  позвоночник  составляли единое 
целое…. 
 Bond’s first impression was…
 … as far as Bond could see…
 … there were no lines on his face…
 …there was something Dali - esque about the eyebrows…
 … as if they had been painted on as a make-up for a con-
jurer…
 …the nose ended very close above…
 … a permanent sketch of a smile…
 … the head and the vertebra were in one piece…
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∗      ∗      ∗

…  Губы  доктора  Ноу   походили  на  малайский 
кинжал.
- Я  вижу,  что  вы  человек,  который  знает,  что  он  хочет. 

Поэтому  ваши  желания  будут  удовлетворены.  Вы  не 
находите,  что это естественно? Если человек знает, 
чего он хочет, он это получает? У меня, во всяком случае, 
бывает именно так.

- Если речь идет о мелочах.
- Если вы не добиваетесь удачи в большом, это означает, что 

у вас нет больших амбиций Нужно лишь сосредоточиться, 
сфокусировать  энергию  –  вот  и  все.  Способности 
приходят, и оружие выковывается само собой. «Дайте 
мне  точку  опоры,  и  я  переверну  весь  мир»,  -  но  это 
можно сделать только тогда, когда есть желание. – Уголки 
тонких губ презрительно опустились. – Однако все это 
болтовня. Давайте же поговорим серьезно. Я уверен, что мы 
оба этого хотим .., давайте поделимся своими секретами ... 
Если вы солжете, они – он показал клешней на свои глаза – 
узнают это, они видят все…

 Doctor No gave his thin smile an extra crease.
 Do you not find that it is generally so?
 That is my experience…
 The aptitudes come, the tools forge themselves...
 «Give me a fulcrum and I will move the world»
 The thin lips bent minutely downwards in deprecation…

 Arrange the points logically.
  Answer the question «What happened?» in two or three com-
plex sentences.
  Think of one word («the key word») which gives the general 
idea of what took place
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  Combine the above two into one according to the following 
structure:

Chapter ….,
                 headlined «…………………..»,
                                     is about (……the key word…….) +
two or three sentences (the answer to the «What happened?» 
question)

 Put it into writing

  Render the extracts  in Russian into the English  language. 
Use the following words and word combinations.

α) to  be imposing;  a  (immovable)  poise;  to  elongated  and ta-
pered from a round; a (bald)skull; a (sharp) chin; to tell one’s 
age;  a  forehead;  to  be smooth;  (indrawn) cheeks below the 
(prominent)  cheekbones;  sharply  unswept  (about  eyebrows); 
slanting  eyes;  stare  out  of the skull;  eyelashes;  to  look like 
(smth/smb); a mouth of a revolver; straight, unblinking (about 
eyes); to be devoid of expression; a (compressed) wound of a 
mouth; to show (smth/ cruelty and authority); to be indrawn 
towards (smth); to give the impression (that…)

β ) to be satisfied (about one’s desires);  small things; to fail at 
(sthm/ large things/etc); to have (large/ small/ no) ambitions; 
concentration;  focus;  a  chatter;  to  point  (the  claw)  at  (his 
eyes).

B. Directions: Read the passage and fill in each blank with an 
appropriate preposition. Some blanks may use more than one 
word. 

Bond's  eye  caught  a  swirl  ...movement ... the  dark  glass.  He 
walked ... the room. A silvery spray ... small fish ... a bigger fish 
...pursuit fled ... the dark blue. They disappeared, so to speak, ... the 
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edge ... the screen. What was this? An aquarium? Bond looked up-
wards.  A  yard ... the  ceiling,  small  waves  were  lapping ...  the 
grass. ... the waves was a strip ... greyer blue-black, dotted ... sparks 
... light. The outlets ... Orion were the clue. This was not an aquar-
ium. This was the sea itself and the night sky. The whole ... one side 
... the room was made ... armoured glass.  They were ... the sea, 
looking ... its heart, twenty feet ... . Bond and the girl stood trans-
fixed.

C. Directions:

a) Read each sentence and fill in each blank with one of the 
following prepositions.

instead of    without   besides   about    by   for   of

1. He got frightened and ran away ...... calling for help.
2. The student became very proficient in maths .... studying every 

day.
3. They were very happy, so they decided to go out this evening 

........ just having some onion soup at home.
4. The teacher has been thinking ..... giving a test to the students.
5. My father was only able to gain all this .... working day and 

night.
6. The children were excited .....going to the party.
7. You are capable ...... improving the results yourself.
8. ....... writing poems/ she composes some light music.
9. The team won .... scoring more points.
10. The boy took some cakes ...... getting his permission.
11. She gets annoyed .... hearing the same accusations.
12. The soldier was rewarded ... being brave.

b) Read each sentence and fill in each blank with an appropriate 
preposition.

1. Anne had been too absorbed .... her own hopes.
2. What we've got to do is find a government which is acceptable 

.... the people.
3. He was from MAFIA and wanted to find free access ... the files.
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4. People acclimatize ... to altitude at different rates.
5. Their careers are threatened by accusation ... incompetence.
6. The accusation ... us was that we were giving the country a bad 

name overseas.
7. They are getting accustomed ... the idea.
8. They will then be able to adapt ... a variety of jobs.
9. She always addressed me ..."my daughter".
10. The letter was addressed ... "Mr and Miss Paget".
11. We waited for our eyes to adjust ... the darkness.
12. His admiration ... Greek art surprised me very much.
13. Many of us are lost ... admiration of his ability to concentrate on 

his own thoughts.
14. He couldn't admit ...any weakness in front of others.
15. Earlier Irene had admitted ... Mr Stewart that she had wondered 

whether there was any connection between the two events.
16. He was admitted ... the club in 1893.
17. Jimmie advertised ... a reseacher about a month ago.
18. Compact cars were again advertised ..."the biggest and most lux-

urious of them all".
19. He was used to giving everybody advice ... how to run the busi-

ness.
20. If you need advice ... your education, go and ask your mother.
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CHAPTER   NINE

PANDORA’S BOX

A.  Read through the extracts and point out the most important 
events.

∗      ∗      ∗
Doctor  No  inclined  his  head  a  fraction.  "Bravely spoken, 

Mister Bond. I accept the rebuke. I have no doubt developed an-
noying mannerisms from living too long in the company of apes. 
But do not mistake these mannerisms for bluff. I am a thechnician. 
I suit the tool to the material. I possess also a range of tools for 
working with refractory materials. However," Doctor No raised his 
joined sleeves an inch and let them fall back in his lap, "let us pro-
ceed with our talk. It is a rare pleasure to have an intelligent lis-
tener and I shall enjoy telling you the story of one of the most re-
markable men in the world. You are the first person to hear it. I 
have not told it before. You are the only person I have ever met 
who will appreciate my story and also - "Doctor No paused for the 
significance of the last words to make itself felt - "keep it to him-
self." He continued, "The second of these considerations also ap-
plies to the girl." 

∗      ∗      ∗

Bond examined the face. There was no anger in it, no obsti-
nacy  -  nothing  but  a  supreme  indifference.  He  shrugged  his 
shoulders. He looked at the girl and smiled. He said, "All rights, 
Honey. And I didn't mean it. I'd hate you to go away. We'll stay 
together and listen to what the maniac has to say."

The girl nodded happily. It was as if her lover had threatened 
to send her out of the cinema and now had relented.

Doctor  No said,  in  the  same soft  resonant  voices  "You are 
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right, Mister Bond. That is just what I am, a maniac. All the greatest 
men are maniacs. They are possessed by a mania which drives them 
forward towards their goal. The great scientists,  the philosophers, 
the religious leaders - all maniacs. What else but a blind singleness 
of purpose could have given focus to their genius, would have kept 
them in the groove of their purpose? Mania, my dear Mister Bond, 
is as priceless as genius. Dissipation of energy, fragmentation of vi-
sion loss of momentum, the lack of follow-through - these are the 
vices of the herd." Doctor No sat slightly back in his chair."! do not 
possess these vices. I am у as you correctly say , a maniac - a ma-
niac, Mister Bond, with a mania for power. That" - the black holes 
glittered blankly at Bond through the contact lenses -" is the mean-
ing of my life. That is why I am here. That is why you are here. 
That is why here exists."

∗      ∗      ∗

Доктор Ноу продолжал:
- Я  был  единственным  сыном  немецкого  миссионера   и 

китаянки  из  хорошей  семьи.  Родился  в  Пекине,  но,  как 
говорится,  был  принесен  в  подоле,  то  есть  был 
незаконнорожденным.  Поэтому  на  меня  смотрели,  как  на 
обузу, и одной из моих теток матери заплатили, чтобы она 
взяла  меня  к  себе.  Я  рос,  как  видите,  мистер  Бонд,  без 
любви и родительской заботы. Семя обиды было посеяно в 
моей  душе.  Я  уехал  в  Шанхай  и,  начав  там  работать, 
связался  с  семейством  Тонгов  и  их  незаконной 
деятельностью.  Мне  нравились  заговоры,  грабежи, 
убийства,  поджоги  застрахованной  собственности. 
Этим  я  выражал  протест  против  совершенного  отцом  по 
отношению  ко  мне  предательства.  Я  полюбил  смерть  и 
разрушения  и  стал  специалистом  в  области 
криминальной техники, если это так можно назвать.
…  Через  определенное  время,  когда  мне  исполнилось 
тридцать, меня сделали чем-то вроде казначея. В казне было 
свыше миллиона долларов.  Мне очень хотелось завладеть 
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этими  деньгами.  …  О  налете  на  штаб-квартиру  меня 
предупредили. За несколько часов до него я добрался до 
сейфа,  выгреб  миллион  долларов  золотом,  затем 
растворился  в  Гарлеме  и  залег  на  дно.  Ночью  пришли 
убийцы. Меня пытали, отрубили мне руки, выстрелили мне 
в сердце и ушли. Но … у меня сердце расположено с правой 
стороны. Я выжил…

 … was born «on the wrong side of a blanket»
 … the seed was sown…
 …conspiracies, burglaries, murders, arson of insured prop-
erties…
 … became adept in the technique of criminality…
 … in due course…
 I was tipped off about the raid…

∗      ∗      ∗
- Интересная  история,  -  сказал  Бонд.  Так  вот  зачем  вам 

понадобилось убрать Сренгвейза. Что вы сделали с ним и его 
секретаршей?

- Они  лежат  на  дне  резервуара  Мона.  Я  поручил  это  трем 
своим  лучшим  людям.  У  меня  есть  небольшая,  но  очень 
квалифицированная  группа  на  Ямайке.  Она  мне  нужна.  Я 
организовал наблюдение за разведслужбами на Ямайке и 
Кубе.  Мне  это  необходимо  для  моих  будущих  операций. 
Ваш  мистер  Стренгвейз  стал  что-то  подозревать  и  начал 
совать свой нос куда не следует. К счастью, к этому времени 
мне стали известны все шаги этого человека. Его смерть и 
смерть  девушки  были  вопросом  времени.  Я  надеялся 
покончить таким же образом и с вами. Вам, однако, повезло. 
Но  я  знал,  что  вы  собой  представляете  из  вашего  досье, 
хранящегося  в  Кингс-Хаусе.  Я  рассчитывал,  что  «муха 
навестит паука», и готов был с вами встретиться. Когда 
каноэ появилось на экране моего радара, я уже знал, что на 
этот раз вам не уйти…

 … established a watch on…
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… were a simple matter of timing…
 «the fly would come to the spider»

 Arrange the points logically.
  Answer the question «What happened?» in two or three com-
plex sentences.
  Think of one word («the key word») which gives the general 
idea of what    took place

  Combine the above two into one according to the following 
structure:

Chapter ….,
                 headlined «…………………..»,
                                         is about (……the key word…….) +
two or three sentences (the answer to the «What happened?» 
question)

 Put it into writing

  Render the extracts  in Russian into the English  language. 
Use the following words and word combinations.

a) to  be  the  only  son;  a  missionary;  to  be  an  encumbrance; 
parental care; to become involved with (smb/ smth/ illicit pro-
ceedings);  to represent one’s protest against (smth/ smb); to 
betray (smb); to be made the equivalent  of treasurer; to covet 
(smth/ money/ etc.); to get (somewhere); to rifle (smth/ a mil-
lion dollars in gold/ etc.); o disappear (into some where); to go 
to ground; to torture (smb); 

b) to remove (smb/ smth); the Mona Reservoir; efficient; the in-
telligent  services;  to  become  suspicious;  to  start  ferreting 
about; to know the routines of (smb/ smth); to deal with (smb) 
with similar expedition; to guess; to be ready for (smth/ smb); 
to show up; a radar screen; to get away.
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B. Directions: Read the passage and fill in each blank with an 
appropriate preposition. Some blanks may use more than one 
word. 

I brought ... a dozen Chinese Negroes ... their families to act as 
overseers. They receive a pound a week per man. They are tough 
and reliable.  ...occasion I had to be ruthless ... them, but they soon 
learned.  Automatically  my people  increased  ... numbers.  I  added 
some engineers and some builders. We set to work ... the mountain. 
Occasionally I brought ... teams ... specialists  ... high wages. They 
were kept apart ... the others. They lived ... the mountain ... their 
work was done and then left ... ship. They put ... the lighting and the 
ventilation and the lift. They built this room. Stores and furnishings 
came ...all ... the world. These people built the sanatorium facade 
which will cover my operations ... case one day there is a shipwreck 
or  the  Governor  ...Jamaica  decides  to  pay  me  a  call."  The  lips 
glazed ... a smile. "You must admit that I am able, if I wish, to ac-
cord visitors a most fragrant reception - a wise preoccupation ... the 
future! And gradually, methodically, my fortress was built while the 
birds defecated ... top ...it. It has been hard, Mister Bond." The black 
eyes did not look ... sympathy or praise. "But ... the end ... last year 
the  work  was  done.  A  secure,  well-camouflaged  base  had  been 
achieved. I was ready to proceed ... the next step - an extension ... 
my power ... the outside world."

C. Directions:

a) Read each sentence and fill in each blank with one of the 
following prepositions.

on      in   of      from      for      to

1.  The child died ... an unknown disease.
2.  She helped them out ... concern for their welfare.
3.  His father died ... battle.
4.  The winner was happy ... madness.
5.  She blamed the ruined picnic ... her brother's behaviour.
6.  My grandfather went to the hospital ... an operation.
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7.  She took in the homeless girl out .....the kindness of her heart.
8.  The actor attributed his success ... the talant.
9.  This pan is .... cooking omelettes.
10.  Their mother died .... twenty three.
11.  Nick died .... a blow to the head.
12.  Due .... poor attendance, this kindergarten has been closed.
13.  The inspector took the eye-witness in ... questioning.
14.  More people are using filters because ....the polluted .  . water.

b) Read each sentence and fill in each blank with an appropriate 
preposition.
I wanted to abandon myself ... primitive sensations.
2. The police discovered I was absent ... my house.
3. I gave Mary the wrong notes ... accident.
4. Thirty-six people were killed yesterday ...Australia's worst ever 

road accident.
5. He was accused ... inciting violence.
6. He was addicted ...wine and French brandy.
7. The local constituency party had adopted him ... its candidate
8. The smoker has an enormous advantage ... the nonsmoker during 

moments of stress.
9. It was ... his advantage to keep the room tidy and never bring any 

girls.
10. She even felt like apologizing ... them  ... all the troubles.
11. I don't usually approve ... new methods.
12. I believed that being an intellectual assured me ... a higher life.
13. I know he would betray me... anybody, so I never trust him.
14. A moment before he had been blind ...anger.
15. She remained completely blind ... what her husband was doing 

at work hours.
16. They are bound ... the rules of the game.
17. I find myself more bound ... my people than ever before.
18. The train bound ... London was delayed.
19. The problem of happiness is bound up ... the stability and peace 

in the world.
20. She burst ... tears and fled.
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CHAPTER TEN

HORIZONS OF AGONY

A.  Read through the extracts and point out the most important 
events.

∗      ∗      ∗
The Russians are my partners in this venture. They trained six 

of my men, Mister Bond. Two of those men are on watch at this 
moment, watching the radio frequencies, the beams on which these 
weapons travel. There is a million dollars' worth of equipment up 
above us in the rock galleries, Mister Bond, sending fingers up into 
the Heavyside Layer, waiting for the signals, jamming them, coun-
tering  beams with other  beams.  And from time to  time  a  rocket 
soars up on its way a hundred, five hundred miles into the Atlantic. 
And we track it, as accurately as they are tracking it in the Opera-
tions Room on Turks Island. Then, suddenly, our pulses go out to 
the rocket, its brain is confused, it goes mad, it plunges into the sea, 
it destroys itself, it roars off at a tangent. Another test has failed. 
The operators are blamed, the designers, the manufacturers. There is 
panic in the Pentagon. Something else must be tried, different fre-
quencies, different metals, a different radio brain. Of course," Doc-
tor No was fair, "we too have our difficulties. We track many prac-
tice shoots without being able to get through to the brain of the new 
rocket. But then we communicate urgently with Moscow. Yes, they 
have given us a cipher machine with our own frequencies and rou-
tines. And the Russians get thinking. They make suggestions. We 
try them out. And then, one day. Mister Bond, it is like catching the 
attention of a man in a crowd. Up in the stratosphere the rocket ac-
knowledges our signal.
 

∗      ∗      ∗
- … They’re a tenacious lot of people in my Service. If anything 
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happens to me and the girl, you’ll find Crab Key’s a very small 
and naked little island.

-  You  cannot  play  for  high  stakes  without  taking  risks,  Mister 
Bond. I accept the dangers and, so far as I can, I have equipped 
myself against them. – You see, Mister Bond, I am on the edge of 
still greater things. The Chapter Two to which I referred holds the 
promise of prizes which no one but a fool would throw away be-
cause he was afraid. I have told you that I can bend the beams on 
which these  rockets  fly,  Mister  Bond.  I  can  make  them change 
course and ignore their radio control. And if I go further? … Their 
rockets would go mad…Havana, Kingston, Miami… there would 
be panic, national outcry… I could name my figure…

∗      ∗      ∗
- Видите  ли,  Мистер  Бонд,  я  интересуюсь  механизмом 

мужества – способностью человеческого тела переносить 
боль.  Но  как  измерить  эту  способность?  Как  составить 
график  воли  к  выживанию,  кривую переносимости  боли, 
победы над страхом? Я много думал над этой проблемой 
и полагаю, что решил задачу. Конечно, это только грубые, 
предварительные  наброски  в  ходе  экспериментов,  по 
мере получения объектов для исследования я узнаю больше. 
Вас  я  подготовил  к  эксперименту  самым  наилучшим 
известным мне способом. Вам дали снотворное, чтобы ваше 
тело  отдохнуло.  Вас  хорошо  накормили,  чтобы  вы 
восстановили  силы.   Я  закончил  обустройство  места  для 
скачек  с  препятствиями …  Больше  я  вам  ничего  не 
скажу, так как элемент неожиданности является одной из 
составляющих  страха.  Неизвестность  больше  всего 
истощает  запасы  мужественности.  И  я  льщу  себя 
надеждой,  что  препятствия,  которые  вам  предстоит 
преодолеть,  содержат  богатый  ассортимент 
неожиданностей.  Мне  это  будет  особенно  интересно, 
потому  что  человек  ваших  физических  данных  впервые 
будет  участником  этих  соревнований…  Мне  нужно, 
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чтобы вы хорошо пробежали дистанцию.  Мысленно, 
как говорят, я с вами.
Доктор  Ноу  повернулся,  и  за  его  спиной  тихо  закрылась 
дверь.

 … the power of the human body to endure…
 I have given much thought to this problem…
 … a rough and ready method…
 … an obstacle race…
 It’s the unknown dangers that bear most heavily on the re-
serves of courage…
 I have high expectations of you.
 My thoughts as they say are with you.

 Arrange the points logically.
  Answer the question «What happened?» in two or three com-
plex sentences.
  Think of one word («the key word») which gives the general 
idea of what took place
    
  Combine the above two into one according to the following 
structure:

Chapter ….,
                 headlined «…………………..»,
                                        is about (……the key word…….) +
two or three sentences (the answer to the «What happened?» 
question)

 Put it into writing

  Render the extracts  in Russian into the English  language. 
Use the following words and word combinations.
a) to be interested in (smb/ smth); the anatomy of courage; to mea-
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sure (smth/ human endurance);  to plot a graph of (smth); the will to 
survive; the tolerance of (smth/ pain); the conquest of ( smth/ fear); 
to solve (a problem); to be put to a test; to give (smb) a sedative; to 
be at full strength;  to construct (smth); the element of surprise; to 
be one of the constituencies of (smth); to flatter (smb/ oneself); to 
run (the gauntlet);  to contain a rich assortment of (smth); to turn 
away.

B. Directions: Read the passage and fill in each blank with an 
appropriate preposition. Some blanks may use more than one 
word. 

Bond looked across ... the girl. She had gone deathly pale. She 
was gazing ... him waiting ... the miracle he would work. He looked 
... his hands. He examined his nails carefully. He said, playing ... 
time.  "And then what? ... your busy day ...  the bird dung,  what 
comes ... your  programme?  What  is  the  next  chapter  you think 
you're going to write?"

Bond didn't look ... . The deep quiet authoritative voice came to 
him as if it was coming ... the night sky.
-  "Ah, yes.  You must have been wondering,  Mister Bond. You 
have the habit ... inquiry. It persists even to the last,  even ...the 
shadows. I admire such qualities ... а man ... only a few hours to 
live. So I will tell you. I will turn ... the next page. It will console 
you. There is more to this place than bird dung. Your instincts did 
not betray you." Doctor No paused ... emphasis. "This island, Mis-
ter Bond, is to be developed ... the most valuable technical intelli-
gence center ... the world."

C. Directions:

a) Read each sentence and fill in each blank with one of the 
following prepositions.

before   in front of    opposite  between  among

1. The house stood unfenced in green grass ... black-faced sheep,
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2. Stephanie moved ... the guests/thanking people for things.
3. He sat silently for a while, staring down at the grass ... his hands.
4. The canvas bag was standing on the floor ... us.
5. I woke ... dawn.
6. He stood there, ... the desk, chewing at his moustache.
7. He thought for a moment ... he spoke.
8. She sank down on the sofa ... him.
9. A crowd had assembled ... the courthouse.
10.We sat ... each other.
11.The sound of a wood pigeon cooing … the trees frightened the 

child.
12.This raised important questions about the relationship the state 

and the public sector.
b) Read each sentence and fill in each blank with an appropriate 

preposition.
1.  She learned French ... practicing with native speakers.
2.  I feel nervous ... living away from my parents.
3.  My brother isn't very good ... painting.
4.  We are interested ... learning more about the wild world.
5.  I can't get used ... getting up at six every morning.
6.  They didn't have enough money so ... buying a new house they 

redecorated the old one.
7.  ... not drinking the athlets kept themselves ready for competi-

tion.
8.  We have tried to get over our fear ... being in the water.
9.  The teacher suspects someone ... taking her book.
10.  He was asked to stay after school ... disrupting the class,
11.  Take the side roads and you can get out of the town quickly be-

ing noticed by anyone.
12.  Adults are sometimes worse ... following the rules than chil-

dren.
13.  He had two children to raise ... working as a driver.
14.  The dieter lost weight ... not eating after five in the afternoon.
15.  She counted ... their finishing the task before Wednesday.
16.  The children looked forward .... coming winter.
17.  They were thinking ... giving her a call.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

A SHOWER OF DEATH

A.  Read through the extracts and point out the most important 
events.

∗      ∗      ∗

Bond looked along the ten yards of path that  led past  the 
back of the crane. He picked out the places he would put each 
foot. Then he came out from behind the rock and ran. Bond ran to 
the right of the crane, to a point he had chosen where the lateral 
side of the cabin would hide him from the driver and the jetty. He 
got there and stopped, crouching, listening. The engine hurried on, 
the conveyor-belt rumbled steadily out of the mountain above and 
behind him. There was no change.

∗      ∗      ∗

The two iron footholds at the back of the cabin, inches •way 
from Bond's  face,  looked solid.  Anyway the noise  of  the  engine 
would drown small sounds. But he would have to be quick to yank 
the man's body out of the seat and get his own hands and feet on the 
controls.  The single stroke of the knife would have to be mortal. 
Bond felt along his own collarbone, felt the soft triangle of skin be-
neath which the jugular pumped, remembered the angle of approach 
behind the man's back, reminded himself to force the blade and hold 
it in.

For a final second he listened, then he reached behind his back 
for the knife and went up the iron steps and into the cabin with the 
stealth and speed of a panther.

At the last moment there was need to hurry. Bond stood behind 
the man's back, smelling him. He had time to raise his knife hand al-
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most  to  the  roof  of  the  cabin,  time  to  summon  every  ounce  of 
strength, be toy he swept the blade down and into the square inch of 
smooth, brownish-yellow skin.

The man's hands and legs splayed away from the controls. His 
face strained back towards Bond. It seemed to Bond that there was 
a flash of recognition in the bulging eyes before the whites rolled 
upwards. Then a strangled noise came from the open mouth and 
the big body rolled sideways off its iron seat and crashed to the 
floor.

∗      ∗      ∗

Bond reached forward for the iron wheel which the driver had 
been  handling  when  Bond  had  caught  his  first  glimpse  of him. 
Which way to turn it? Bond tried to the left. The tip of the crane 
veered slightly to the right. So be it. Bond spun the wheel to the 
right. Yes, by God, it was answering, moving across the sky, carry-
ing the mouth of the conveyor with it.

Bond's eyes flashed to the jetty Doctor No had moved. He had 
moved a few paces to a stanchion that Bond had missed. He had a 
telephone in his hand. He was getting through to the other side of 
the mountain. Bond could see his hand frantically jiggling the re-
ceiver  arm,  trying to  attract  attention.  Bond  whirled  the  director 
wheel.  Christ,  wouldn't  it  turn any faster?  In  seconds Doctor No 
would get through and it would be too late. Slowly the tip of the 
crane arced across the sky.

Now the mouth of the conveyor was spewing the dust column 
down over the side of the ship. Now the yellow mound was march-
ing silently across the jetty. Five yards, four, three, two! Don't look 
round, you bastard! Arrh, got you! Stop the wheel! Now, you take 
it, Doctor No!

At first brush of the stinking dust column, Doctor No had turned. 
Bond saw the long arms fling wide as if to embrace the thudding 
mass. One knee rose to run. The mouth opened and a thin scream 
came up to Bond above the noise of the engine. Then there was a 
brief  glimpse  of  a  kind  of  dancing  snowman.  And  then  only  a 
mound of yellow bird dung that grew higher and higher.
- God! - Bond's voice gave back an iron echoe from the walls of the 
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cabin. He thought of the screaming lungs stuffing with the filthy 
dust, the body bending and then falling under the weight, the last 
impotent kick of the heels, the last flash of thought - rage, horror, 
defeat? - and then the silence of the stinking tomb. 

 Arrange the points logically.
  Answer the question «What happened?» in two or three com-
plex sentences.
  Think of one word («the key word») which gives the general 
idea of what took place

  Combine the above two into one according to the following 
structure:

Chapter ….,
                 headlined «…………………..»,
                                         is about (……the key word…….) +
two or three sentences (the answer to the «What happened?» 
question)

 Put it into writing

The novel headlined «…………………..», is about (…the key 
word….) 
+ two or three sentences (the answer to the «What happened?» 

question)

  Look through the selected logical points from the pre-
vious chapters and arrange them into one whole according to 
the structure given above.
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	СОДЕРЖАНИЕ
	In due course there came the soft knock on the door and the two of them went silently out of the room and along the empty/gracious corridor. May stopped at the lift. Its doors were held open by another eager Chinese girl. They walked in and the doors shut. Bond noticed that the lift was made by Waygood Otis. Everything in the prison was de luxe. He gave an inward shudder of distaste. He noticed the reaction.
	 He turned to the girl. "I'm sorry, Honey. Got a bit of a headache." He didn't want to tell her that all this luxury play-acting was getting him down that he hadn't the smallest idea what it was all about that he knew it was bad news/ and that he hadn't an inkling of a plan of how to get them out of whatever situation they were in. That was the worst of it. There was nothing that depressed Bond's spirit so much as the knowledge that he hadn't one line of either attack or defense.

